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Subject: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
ACT 1990 : CODE OF PRACTICE 
ON LllTER AND REFUSE - 
UP-DATE 

Background 

Following the establishment of the Environmental Protection Act 1990, a Code of Practice o n  litter and refuse 
was produced in o n  attempt to provide powers to attain a UK-wide standard of cleanliness relating to  
specified areas of land, roads and footpaths. Local Authorities hove a duty to  consult the community when 
establishing zones which consisted of different types of area within the authorities boundary. For example, 
Zone 1 comprises town and shopping centres with high levels of pedestrian traffic, zone 2 comprises high 
density residential areas with more moderate levels of pedestrian traffic and so on. When zones ore formally 
established, each zone has four standards of cleanliness which ore graded A to  D. Where the standard of 
cleanliness falls below grade A, a t ime period is specified within which the standard must be restored to grade 
A. For general guidance, o h igh priority Zone 1 area requires to be restored t o  grade A within relatively short 
periods, whereas a lower piiority zone 4 cireo requires to be restored over a considerably extended period. 

Current Situation 

The creation of this duty mode litter authorities recognise that specified standards of cleanliness could only 
be achieved by o fundamental review of the wide-spread problem of indiscriminate littering. These standards 
of cleanliness denote the quality element and ore output-based, which is distinctly different f rom the input- 
based frequency-led approach. The original Code of Practice has consistently promoted the approach of 
utilising resources in identified priority areas and, where areas ore less problematic, reducing the level of 
resources in these areas. 

During the last five years, authorities have continually assessed the nature of the problem, by such means 
os physical surveying and monitoring areas, carrying out attitude and awareness surveys and by reviewing 
basic waste management practices. The outcome of assessments has resulted in initiatives being taken in 
relation to  education, waste contuinment and handling and effective use of enforcement procedures. 

Up-date to the Code of Practice 

. .  
The recently re-drafted Code does not change the zone categories, standards of cleanliness or response 
times. However a new category of zone is proposed for land used intermittently for events which attract large 
numbers of people. An  example affecting both North and South Lanarkshire would be the 'T' in the Park 
Event in July. The  Code also proposes to include examples of 'best practice', based o n  the practical 
experience gained over the previoi 1 5  five years. 
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